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style of war the
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irregular wars. Irregular war

fare is the oldest form of warfare,

phenomenon that goes by
including tribal war
many
fare, primitive warfare, flittle wars,f
and low-intensity conflict. The term
irregular warfare seems best to cap
ture the wide variety of these flittle
wars.f Such wars plague much of the
non-Western world, and they will
increasingly claim the Intelligence
Community™s attention.
and it is
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Irregular warfare, however, remains
confoundingly unaffected by changes
in technology. In an irregular con
flict, sociology, psychology, and
history will have more to say about
the nature of the conflict, including
its persistence and intensity.
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challenge for intelligence
analysts, policymakers, and warfIght
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to

by intelligence analysts,

specific local
geography, history, and politics that
are crucial. Arab history is one thing,

opponents, making an analyst™s life
easier, but the Community has been
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to
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Irregular warfare exists in highly
cific operational environments,

including geography, ecology, his
tory, ethnicity, religion, and politics.
These are not topics to which the
military intelligence community
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of warfare

in the late 20th century, with infor
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.the maps of the Middle
East, Africa, and southwest
Asia will be remade within

collapse

of the Soviet Union, and the

decline of established order in much

the lifetime of those
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of the Third World. This calls for

possibility that new
ad hoc or de facto political structures
organizing people and space will
emerge. That recognition of this is
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automatic should be clear.

Turks. Feisal™s
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looking
the notion that Lebanon was coming
apart and that the political processes

and external pressures.
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Intelligence Community only reluc
tantly and slowly discerned the
collapse of the Soviet Union.
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Microphysical geography concerns
the highly specific ground on which
operations will occur. What exactly
is the terrain like? How is it affected

different weather conditions?

What kind of forces
it

and
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effectively? What advantages
disadvantages does it have for

most
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ment in long-range warning. As
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by ecological information and
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to microgeographic
answers
specific
tors,
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Nature had.. .divided the countly
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questions.

specific
geography produce complex,
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ronmentŠone
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intelligence analysts cautious and pol
icymakers and commanders
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Arab revolt:

operations

Somalia.

tribal, religious, economic, and mili

be

Political-geographic fmicroclimatesf
are even more changeable and less
susceptible to analysis than political
geography at the regional or state
level. In The Seven Pillars of Wisdom,
T. F.. Lawrence described Syria™s
political-geographic microclimate as
he planned the final stages of the

geography of Beirut, the Shuf,
Mogadishu all were crucial to
success and failure of US policies

and
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If

the combatants? What constitutes

key terrain in this particular setting?
Irregular warfare often occurs in
remote, rugged, or otherwise difficult
terrain that can constrain operations
by modern forces, limiting their
mobility and reducing their techno
logical advantages.
The
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Lebanon

which had balanced the system had
disintegrated in the face of internal

and

opportunities

difficulties lay in these political
complications of Syria which
mentally arranged in order, like

In 1975-76 the
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living

It is time

to

understand fthe

environmentffor what it is: the
national-security issue of the
early 21st century. The political
and strategic impact of surging
populations, spreading disease,
deforestation and soil erosion,
water depletion, air pollution,
and possibly rising sea levels in
critical, overcrowded regions like
the Nile Delta and BangladeshŠ
developments that will prompt
mass migrations and, in turn,
incite group conflictsŠwill be
the core foreign-policy challenge
from which most others will ulti
mately emanate, arousing the
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Those who become
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without

public and uniting assorted inter
ests left over from the Cold War.

history

a

tribal conflict

knowing its

are
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province of the Third

World, it is there that the largest pop
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concepts like socialism, democracy,
and nationalism may have no real
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where

expected,

central governments are weakest, and
where tribalism is rampant.
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a

tribal conflict without
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are

knowing

headed for trouble. There

have been few situations with
convoluted

history

a more

than Lebanon

between 1975 and 1982. The

com

plex interplay among family, tribal,
ethnic, and religious groups was com
involvement

plicated by significant
by the Palestinians, Syrians,
Israelis. This resulted in
brewf

of shifting

a

and

fwitch™s

murky alliances,

shady characters, and pure vicious
ness. Without knowing the history
of the Gemayels, the Jumblatts, and
the Asads involved, analysts and dcci
sionmakers could not hope to
unravel what was happening.
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Factors

Ethnicity is a powerful element in
irregular warfare. Ethnic conflicts in
Liberia, Rwanda, Burundi and else
where in Africa have led

appalling
Desig
often enough
given group

by ethnicity

is

to

determine where

a

or

tribe will line up in

a

popula
family

conflict,

bases,
determining
and shaping political alignments,
recruitment

alliances, and other basic attributes
of the conflict. Irregular conflicts,
however, do not necessarily occur

of fsocialismf

misunderstand
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senting
was to

as

repre
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motivation, role, and intentions.

ing

real interest

was

in further

the interests of his ftribe,f

the

Druze.

Tribal warfare is
tribal

the

extension of

an

These

are inevitably
politics.
of
feud,
betrayal, old
politics

both de facto allies and enemies with

debts, and

external intervention forces. The

tages. While Israel and

United States took sides when it

fgreat gamef

entered this conflict, a risky action in
a situation in which it held few, if

United States

any, trump cards.
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expression

an

J umblatt™s

narrow
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economic advan

Syria played

a

Lebanon, and the

saw

Syrian

actions

through Cold War lenses, the
Lebanese played a flittle game.f The
there

Chamouns, Gemayels, and Fran

Religion

is

a

powerful

warfare, and it

ity

in

making

can

a

force in tribal

reinforce ethnic

conflict

more

intractable and cruel. Like

ethnicity,
simple guide to a
tribal conflict. Muslims have fought
Muslims, and Christians have fought
Christians. In Lebanon they formed
cross-religion alliances: the Christian
Franjiyahs aligned with the Muslim
Syrians against their co-religionists.
is

not a

jiyahs

killed each other

scores,

Christian

to

fought

control of economic

settle

Christian for

enterprises

in

Beirut, and the Druze and Christians
raided each other™s
defended their
which

was

territory

own

in

a

pattern
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ries old, and obscure
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to

and

centu

outsiders.

bad enemies and poor

allies.

In Lebanon in the

to

human and economic losses.
nation

tribal and

To view Walid

in Lebanon

allegiances. At the same time, the
Kurds are engaged in an ethnically
based struggle against the Govern
ments of Iraq and Turkey. Similarly,
in Somalia an ethnically homoge
neous population engaged in bitter
intertribal/interclan conflict, making

religion

Ethnic and

on

sweeping political

The familiar

that fall

politics
saying
politicsf is important to
understanding irregular conflicts.
The politics of the Phalange party
in Lebanon were, and are, largely
the politics of the Gemayels. The
Phalange is a political expression of
one ftribalf
grouping within the
is local

Christian heartland of Lebanon.

early 1980s, all
the factors of the microclimate

produced a situation that could only
be dimly perceived by outside observ
ers, including intelligence analysts.
The ambiguity of the situation
there contributed

policy.

to

serious

errors

The United States moved

of

to

support a Christian-dominated fgov
ernmentf and military no longer
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the distribution of power
in the country. With little under

reflecting
standing

of the microhistories and

cultures of the Lebanese, the United
States

by

the

and

degree fcapturedf
Christians, who spoke English

was to some

were seen as

look and

style.

their enemies

It

fWesternf

Israelis fell into the
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to see

was

easy
enemies. The

as our

both countries
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trap, and

heavy price.
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The ultimate fwinnersf
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who understood

the

Syrians,
they had gotten into and were
prepared to stay for the long haul.

were

what

Tribal forces

usually have

loose orga

nizations, their order of battle is

amorphous, and they generally do
not make strategic deployments.
Irregular funitsf are likely to reflect a
tribe or clan bound to specific geog
raphy and a traditional leadership
structure.
non

The Druze militia in Leba

and clan-based forces in Somalia

are recent

examples

chance in

a

head-on
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with

units of the Lebanese

Tribal forces

form of warfare

a

more

pervasive and

assault rifle,

and mine

much different from modern
tional warfare. There

of dimensions
and

across

nine

irregular wars
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are a

conven

number

which modern

some

will differ. At least

be identified:

military analysts

have

wars,

of

technology may
important factor.

tem

constrains

exploitable

mobility

not

be the

most

the third millennium B.C., some
combined armed
were fstandingf
forces with clear
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Dimensions of War
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Informal

Organized

technology

At-hand

technology

Logistics-dependent

Logistics-independent

National direction

Local direction

Coherent doctrine

Ad hoc doctrine

Decisive battle

Raids and skirmishes

Soldier

Warrior

Allies

Accomplices

Segregation

Integration

and

articulation. Ever since forces
became

organized, order of battle has
subject of intense interest for
military analysts, who believe better
organization equals more
been

a

effectiveness.
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and

and

creates

Irregular forces are substantially less
limited by logistic factors. Their

the

Advanced

mechanized

vulnerabilities.

Modern

organization.

military historians look at
development of organized war
fare beginning some 6,000 years ago
as a signal event. The early states of
the Fertile Crescent brought the first
organized armies into existence. By

Heavy

system.

consume enormous amounts

however, the level

Contrasting

Western

mortar,

artillery, most rely on individual
light crew-served weapons.

operational flexibility

rightly focused much attention on
technology as a driving force in war

Organization
The first dimension is

machinegun,

are

of fuel, ammunition, petroleum
products, and spare parts. This sys

Technology

fare. In little

raids, skir

basic weapons. While
tribal forces have tanks and

logistic

Western

in

All conventional armies carry with
them the fball and chainf of their

environment and the microclimates

they produce,

specialize

mishes, and ambushes where the

forces

emerges that is

local manufacture.

Logistics
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operational

of

Army;

the Somalis gave US and UN forces
they wanted in Mogadishu.

From the elements of the

or

use

a

all
Modern and

through purchase,

theft, capture,

and

Western army, the Druze defeated
the Lebanese Christian militia and

regular

involves the

field

of irregular

While neither would have

farmies.f
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f
of the way

Knowledge

tribal warriors

fight

can

be

needs for food and ammunition

are

and

they normally do not
move over great distances. They
draw support from the local popula

simpler,

costly if it has to be
gained through experience.

losses
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and
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dumps
out.

to

attack, no ammuni
bomb, no bridges to

It also is difficult

to

sepa

from their weapons
find arms caches when they

irregulars
to

exist close

the

to

people.

who

irregulars, friding to the sound
of gunsf can be as effective as any
For

system.

is

essen

tially state-to-state war. This central
marshaling and direction of
resources provides required organiza
tion, technology, and manpower.
Advanced systems are used to com
mand and control the state™s forces.

Doctrine

however,

wars,

One hallmark of modern

military
development of
the strategic, opera

is the

organizations

clear doctrine for

are

small

to use

waging

In

a

wars,

and

not

articulated doctrine.

fighting
intimately familiar

to

on

and

can

their

have

highly

They are used
ground, are

own

with their weap
be quite adept at the

tactical level. Some leaders and

men

and tactics

The lack of expressed doctrine makes

are

and

syncratic,
place) factors.
Local leaders

for

based

obscure, idio
(in time and

on

remote

use

simple

provide

runners can

communications

net

tions. In the battle

communica

to

an

effective

out

homegrown.

it difficult for modern forces

to

the

potential irregular

Knowledge of the way tribal warriors
be costly if it has to be
fight
gained through experience.
can

ground.
escorted

the

same

The Russians

From Marathon

to

Desert Storm,

the Western aim in warfare has

are

in convoys

armored vehicles

certain corridors;

along
by
dangerous.

even movement

could prove

Warriorst

Modern armies
and

develop cohesion,
professionalism

discipline,
through a deliberate process of™ train
ing and indoctrination, and this
process produces excellent soldiers
and units. In irregular forces, a more
natural process is at work, achieving,
least in

Classf

of the

experienced
phenomenon in Grozny.

to move

by

helicopter

be

Tribal forces

at

some

‚See Ralph Peters,

Decisive Battle

and

moving over their
Mogadishu, Western

In

forces had

mer

fighting.

important.

often expert

at

capture

scene

operational mobility may
much. Tactical mobility may

to

opponents and their allies, It also
makes them easy to underestimate.

strategic

not mean

Soldiers and

for local opera

Aideed, Somalis moved almost with
direction

is

understand their

tions systems working over short
distances. Telephones, walkie-talkies,

and

edge

it.

localized conflict,

more

forces do

weapons and abil

them make them effective

will

they
deployed; the weap
use; and how they will

resources;

organized
ons they will
fight.

their leader

provide the expe
legitimacy for this kind of

warfare, while their
in

how

by

threats. Their

to

and culture

rience and

ity

fight for; how they will be pro

Irregular

of

operations

determined

in response

Doctrine establishes what the forces

by
leadership
local, perhaps personal, reasons.
Divining such reasons is difficult
because values, goals, and strategies

the local

ship or
history

will

may have had basic training in the
West or East; most of their knowl

directed

fast

a

victory.

contact as

ons,

Tribal

and forces needed for

extended scope, duration, and inten
sity. They move in and out of

be

war

invest in the kind of tech

can

nology

Tribal forces avoid

vided with

Modern conventional

quickly, with minimal
friendly forces. This is war
the rich and powerful, those

to

modern command-and control

tional, and tactical levels of war.

Direction

engage the enemy and

to

fare for

tion. Much of™ their weaponry is

easily transported, and they usually
develop their own ability to service
and repair simple weapons and vehi
cles. These logistic factors reduce the
vulnerability of irregulars to counterlogistic strategies. There are no rail

become

defeat him

cases,

fThe

a

similar result.

New Warrior

(Paramereis, Vol. 24, No. 2, sum
1994, PP. 16-25) for a detailed dis

cussion of warriors and the

for the US

implications

military.
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f
Coalition warfare has

become
One of the

commonplace, and
the United States rarely
would expect to fight

cohesive forces of

most

all time, the phalanx of the Greek
city-states, owed its formidable cohe
sion and battle

discipline

alone.

pen almost

the fact

to

without

each other well. The cohesion and
of the

discipline
Virginia

Northern

Army

factions

on a

similar local recruitment pattern.
Tribal forces are drawn from this

Soldiers and warriors
same.

are not

The modern soldier is

fnormalf
into

a

life and makes him

use

Allies and

clear chain of com

answers to a

mand, and he is expected to carry
out orders from his superiors, all act

ing

to

achieve the

goals

Accomplices

of the

state.

Coalition warfare has become

not

taken

out

of the

civilian part of society and placed in
something different. He is within
normal

society

in his role

as a war

rior. His skills and weaponry derive
from what is available to his tribe.

knowledge of war probably is
confined largely to that found within
His

his

society. He operates
looser organization and

within

a

disciplinary system. The war
rior lives close to the land and the
people

on

it. Under the proper cir

and

cumstances
as

effective

as

handling,

he

can

be

much

as we

understand

Palestine

was

our

Allenby™s

enemies.

fortune in

that he had T. E.

Lawrence and the wisdom

signifi

ways from leaders in modern
armies. Although they may have lit

formal

military education
training, they may have exten

unit level.
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They

Integration

between modern and
fare

the

concerns

him

to use

be

society,

in the

Desert Shield/Desert Storm

are

the

management of a diverse military
coalition. These examples make the

point

that

an

a

ally

beneficial
should

other than

war.

relationship

or

This is

operation

even more

entering into a tribal con
flict where faccomplicef
may be a
more fitting term than ally.
true

to

a

drawn

ffrontf

war,

out

or

that the forces

sense

of society and

ftheaterf

which in

from

segregated

seen as

to

general

sent to

conduct the

will be of lim

ited duration.

be assumed

not

conflict

of wars

their societies. Modern conventional
war can

was

irregular war

relationship

when

In many little

inseparable
can

the forces

wars,

are

A conflict

from

society.
generations and
routine part of a society.

continue for

become

a

This has clear

implications for
entering the con
it, separate warring

external elements

cant

at

and

help manage his difficult Arab
allies. Similarly, one success of

the modern

experience

an

a tar

get. The outsider also can be quickly
jettisoned in the interests of the

to

Warrior leaders also differ in

and

become

and the forces involved in them

local party carries
For example, the intervening force

sive combat

opposing factions;

can soon

The final dimension of variance

In

or no

accomplice

least in

com

professional.

tle

the eyes of the

an

at

This makes it necessary to under
stand our potential allies at least as

as we enter a

relaxed

becoming

of the locals,

Segregation

with

a more

was

the risk is of

monplace, and the United States
rarely would expect to fight alone.

British General

The warrior is

of the Somali

match the footwork of their allies.

over

of lethal force. He

one

hazardous. In these

murky situations, it is
difficult for the alien elements to

of

disciplined, responsive profes

sional in the

least

locals. In these

prod
out

with

or

faccomplicef

psychological and
social needs. Their military leader
ship may be reinforced by their
political or religious roles.

the
a

of a system that takes him

uct

cases,

understand their

kind of base.

or at

a

Lebanon

of

based

were

accidentally,

clear decision process. To
become allied with the Christians in

‚9

that it consisted of men who knew
battle

The process of becoming allied with
a native party to a conflict can hap

the small-

know their

men

and

some

allying with a
certain dangers.

situations,

be captured by the locals™
agenda. They understand the situa
tion better, and they are capable of
abrupt actions and changes of policy
that upset the foreigners™ goals and

flict

to

parties,

settle

take sides,

or

deal with

humanitarian issues.

can

sensibilities.

In a protracted conflict, time will
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